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Abstract—This paper presents a new artificial intelligence-
based method to address the following problem: given an initial
digital image (source image), and a modification of the image
(mod image) obtained from the source through a color map and
visual attributes assumed to be unknown, determine suitable
values for color map and contrast such that, when applied to
the mod image, a similar image to the source is obtained. This
problem has several applications in the fields of image restoration
and cleaning. Our approach is based on the application of a
powerful swarm intelligence method called bat algorithm. The
method is tested on an illustrative example of the digital image
of a famous oil painting. The experimental results show that the
method performs very well, with a similarity error rate between
the source and the reconstructed images of only 8.37%.

Index Terms—swarm intelligence, bat algorithm, image pro-
cessing, digital image, visual attributes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we are interested to address the following

problem: suppose that we are given an initial digital image,

and a modification of it, obtained from the source image

through different (unknown) color map and visual attributes.

The problem consists of determining suitable values of the

color map and those visual attributes such that, when applied to

the modified image, we obtain an image similar to the original

one. This inverse problem has many practical applications. It

appears, for instance, in image restoration, where the goal is

to estimate a clean original image from a corrupt or noisy

version of it. Image restoration is widely applied in fields

such as forensic science, medical imaging, and astronomical

imaging, to mention just a few. Another application is image

inpainting, a problem arising in restoration of old, damaged

pictures, paintings, photographic films, and other artwork [1],

[3], [13]. Other applications include media preservation, digital

conservation and restoration of photographs, and so on.

In this paper, we propose an artificial intelligence-based

method to perform this task. In particular, given a digital

image and its modified image, we apply a bio-inspired swarm

intelligence method, called bat algorithm, to determine a set of

parameters accounting for the color and other visual attributes

to transform the modified image into a similar version of the

original image. The method operates iteratively over several

generations. It starts with an initial population of images that

are random color variations of the given image. In general,

images in this initial set are very different visually to the

input image, from the point of view of a human observer.

The application of the global and local search features of the

bat algorithm improves the population over the generations,

until reaching convergence to a final image whose color map

and contrast replicate those of the source image accurately.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II intro-

duces the problem addressed in this paper. Then, Section III

describes the bat algorithm, the artificial intelligence technique

used in this paper. Our proposed method is described in

Section IV, while the experimental results are discussed in

Section V. The paper closes with the main conclusions and

some ideas about future work in the field.

II. THE PROBLEM

A. Overview of the Problem

The problem to be solved can be roughly formulated as

follows: suppose that we are given a colored digital image,

called the source image. Then, we consider a modified varia-

tion of the image (called mod image in this paper), obtained

by changing, in an unknown way, its color map and the values

of the other parameters associated with the visual attributes of

this image. Our goal is to obtain optimal values for some of

these parameters such that, when applied to the mod image we

obtain a very similar image to the source image, according to

a given metric. Because of limitations of space, in this paper

we will restrict to only three visual attributes: color, contrast,

and brightness. They are defined in next sections.

B. Visual Attributes

1) Color: The color is a visual attribute defined as a

color model in a color space. Typically, the color models

are represented by tuples of numbers [2]. In this paper we

consider the popular additive RGB color model, where the

different colors are defined as triplets �R,G,B�, representing

the respective red, green, and blue color channels. We consider

the values for each channel to be normalized on the unit

interval �0, 1�, i.e., R,G,B � �0, 1�.
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2) Contrast: The contrast (denoted as C) is a visual

attribute related to our ability to distinguish an object from

others within the same field of view. It is a difficult attribute to

explain, since there are many different definitions of contrast.

For instance, the Michelson contrast is defined as:

C �
LM � Lm

LM � Lm
(1)

where LM and Lm represent the highest and lowest luminance

of the image. In this paper, we consider the RMS (root-mean
square) contrast, given by:

C �

���� 1
�P � 1�.�Q� 1�

P�
i�1

Q�
j�1

�Iij � Î�2 (2)

where �P,Q� is the image size (in pixels), Iij is the intensity

of the pixel �i, j� of the image and Ī is the average intensity

for all pixel values in the image. Here, we assume that all

intensities are normalized on the unit interval �0, 1�.
3) Brightness: The brightness (denoted as b) is an attribute

of visual perception accounting for the perception elicited by

the luminance of an object being observed. In RBG color

model, brightness can be considered as the arithmetic mean

of the red, green, and blue channel values as:

b �
R�G�B

3
(3)

Because of this dependence on the RGB color, this parameter

is not subjected to optimization in this work, but computed

according to Eq. (3).

C. Similarity function

Let S denote an input colored digital image, called the

source image onwards. This image, of size P �Q (measured

in pixels), is represented by a P � Q matrix of �R,G,B�
triplets, such that the color of pixel �i, j� is given by the triplet

�Rij , Gij , Bij�. The image has also a contrast parameter, C,

given by either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). Let us consider now a mod

image M obtained from S after its RGB color map and other

visual attributes change/degrade in an unknown way (as it

typically happens in image restoration, film restoration, media

preservation, and other fields). Except for the cases of very

small modifications, M will be quite different visually to the

source image S, even if the geometric shapes of the image are

still preserved. Our goal is to determine the optimal values for

the RGB color code and the contrast such that, when applied to

the mod image M via a transformation ϕ, the image obtained

for these parameters, say S � � ϕ�M�, is visually similar to

the source, i.e., S 	 S �, according to a given metric that is,

in turn, defined by a similarity function, φ. In this work, the

superscript � will be used for the output image. The similarity

error function φ is defined as:

φ�S,S �� � λ
P�

i�1

Q�
j�1

�
Δij �Δ�

ij

�2
� μ�C � C �� (4)

where Δij � �Rij , Gij , Bij�, Δ�
ij �

�
R�

ij , G
�
ij , B

�
ij

�
, and λ

and μ are scalar weights, one of which can be assumed to be

unitary for simplicity. This function φ can be normalized by

taking the new similarity error function:

ψ�S,S �� �
φ�S,S ��



φ�S,S ��


(5)

In this way, the similarity takes values on the interval �0, 1�
where values close to 0 mean that both images are very similar,

and the value 0 indicating that they are visually identical. From

this observation, the problem of determining the color and

contrast for S � so that it becomes very similar to S can be

expressed as an optimization problem, that of minimizing the

value of ψ�S,S ��. Accordingly, our goal in this paper is to

solve the optimization problem:

minimize
�Δ�,C��

�
ψ�S,S ��

�
(6)

Unfortunately, this is a very difficult multivariate continuous

optimization problem. It is also a nonlinear problem, since the

transformation ψ is generally nonlinear. It is also multimodal,

since there can be several combinations of color map and con-

trast leading to similar pictures. The problem is so difficult that

it cannot be solved by traditional mathematical optimization

techniques. Owing to these reasons, in this paper we rely on

bio-inspired metaheuristic techniques. In particular, we apply

the bat algorithm. It is briefly described in next section.

III. THE BAT ALGORITHM

The bat algorithm is a popular bio-inspired metaheuristic

algorithm particularly tailored for continuous optimization

problems [10], [11]. It is inspired by some particular features

of the social behavior of small bats (microbats) for foraging

and other wildlife activities. These microbats use a particular

kind of sonar called echolocation for a number of purposes,

such as the detection of preys and obstacles, or the detection of

their roosting crevices in the dark, among others. Introduced

by X.S. Yang in 2010, the bat algorithm has found remark-

able applications for several problems [4]–[9]. The reader is

referred to [12] for a detailed review of the bat algorithm.

The bat algorithm is a population-based method in which the

individuals (bats) are randomly initialized and distributed over

the search space and then, they perform extensive exploration

searching for the best location, a variable related to the quality

of the solution. When a bat i is moving, its dynamics at

iteration g is determined by its frequency fg
i , location xg

i , and

velocity vg
i . These variables are governed by the following

evolution equations:

fg
i � fg

min � β�fg
max � fg

min� (7)

vg
i � vg�1

i � �xg�1
i � x�� fg

i (8)

xg
i � xg�1

i � vg
i (9)

where β is a uniform random variable on �0, 1�, and x� is

used to represent the current global best location (solution),

obtained by evaluating the fitness function at all bats and

then ranking the corresponding fitness values. The method

then performs a local search in the neighborhood of the

current best solution through a random walk of the form:
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Fig. 1: Illustrative example: Claude Monet’s oil painting Water
Lilies (1915, catalogue number W.1852): (top) source image;

(middle) modified image; (bottom) reconstructed image.

xnew � xold � εAg , with ε being a uniform random number

on ��1, 1� and where Ag �� Ag
i �, represents the average

loudness of all the bats of the population at generation g. Any

new solution that is better than the previous best solution is

accepted with a certain probability that depends on the value of

the loudness. In case of acceptance, the pulse rate is increased

according to the law: rg�1
i � r0i �1 � exp��γg	�, where γ

is a parameter of the method. Simultaneously, the loudness

is decreased, following an evolution rule:Ag�1
i � αAg

i with

α being another parameter of the method. This procedure is

repeated iteratively for a maximum number of iterations, given

by a parameter Gmax.

It is generally assumed that each bat has different values

for the loudness and the pulse emission rate. This is achieved

by considering the initial values for the loudness randomly as

A0
i 
 �0, 2	. The emission rate takes an initial random value r0i

in the interval �0, 1�. Both parameters are updated only when

the new solutions are better than the current ones, which is

interpreted as a sign that the bats are advancing towards the

optimal global solution.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

The bat algorithm method described in Sect. III is applied

to the optimization problem given by Eqs. (4)-(6). To this

purpose, we consider a initial population of P individuals

or bats (representing the set of candidate solutions for the

optimization problem), �Bκ�κ�1,...,P , defined as:

Bκ �
��

�Rκ
ij , G

κ
ij , B

κ
ij	
�

i�1,...,P ;j�1,...,Q
;μκ

�
(10)

where Rκ
ij , G

κ
ij , B

κ
ij 
 �0, 1� represent the RGB code for each

pixel of the image , and μκ 
 �0, 2� represents a weight factor

for the contrast C of the source image, i.e., Cκ � μκC, where

C is obtained by either Eq. (1) or (2). This population is

initialized with random values following a uniform distribution

on their respective domains. This initial population is ranked

according to the fitness function in Eq. (6). Then, the bat

algorithm is applied iteratively for Gmax generations, until

convergence is reached. The best solution at final generation

is taken as the solution of the minimization problem.

An important issue is the parameter tuning, which is well-

known to play a key role in the performance of the method.

We consider a population size P � 50 in this paper, as larger

populations take longer CPU times without changing our re-

sults significantly. The method is executed for Gmax � 12, 000
generations, which we found is enough to reach convergence in

our simulations. We also consider the values α � 0.5, β � 1
and γ � 0.3, as they provide a quick convergence of the

algorithm. We cannot analyze our parameter tuning in further

detail because of limitations of space.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To analyze the performance of our method, it has been

applied to several examples. However, only one is described

here for limitations of space. The original source, shown

in Figure 1(top), corresponds to an oil painting by famous

impressionist French painter Claude Monet, with title Water
Lilies (1915), and catalogue number W.1852. As the reader

can see, it shows a rich color map, with a predominance of

bluish tones: the relative percentage of the red, green and

blue channels is about 29%, 33.5% and 37.5%, respectively.

Fig. 1(middle) shows a modification of this image, where
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Fig. 2: Twenty images obtained from the source image in Fig. 1(top) by random choice of the RGB color map and contrast.

They are part of the initial population of 50 images for the bat algorithm in this paper.

the RGB color map and other visual attributes are strongly

changed in a nonlinear and unknown way. As a result, we

do not know how to transform this mod image back into the

source image. In this case, we apply our method in Sect. IV

to perform minimization of the similarity error function for

the color map and contrast, according to Eq. (6). To run the

bat algorithm, we consider an initial population of 50 images,

obtained from the source image with RBG color map and

contrast chosen randomly. Twenty of such images are shown

in Fig. 2. Note the diversity of colors, contrast, brightness,

opacity, saturation and other visual attributes. Then, the bat

algorithm is run for 12,000 iterations. Figure 3 shows the

evolution of the global best of the population from g � 0
to g � 11, 500 with step-size 500. The initial image at g � 0
corresponds to the modified image in Fig. 1(middle). Note

that the images are very far from the source image at initial

stages of the method, as they exhibit quite different color

maps and contrast. This corresponds to a highly explorative

phase, where the colors and contrast of the images change

drastically in order to perform extensive exploration of the

search space searching for the most promising areas for local

minima. Over the time, the exploration through global search
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Fig. 3: (top-bottom, left-right) Evolution over the generations of the global best of the population from generation g � 0 to

g � 11, 500, with step-size 500. The initial image at g � 0 corresponds to the modified image in Fig. 1(middle).

turns gradually into intensification through local search on the

neighborhood of the local minima, until reaching the later

stages of the method. At that time, only incremental changes

on the parameter values are considered. As a result, the global

best is slowly approaching to the source image, as evidenced

visually in the last images in Fig. 3, which are all very similar
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TABLE I: Similarity error value of our example over the

generations from g � 0 to g � 11, 500, with step-size 500.

g Similarity g Similarity g Similarity
0 0.984441 4,000 0.677741 8,000 0.311033

500 0.978498 4,500 0.626276 8,500 0.248401
1,000 0.949305 5,000 0.581112 9,000 0.206943
1,500 0.892437 5,500 0.546384 9,500 0.179383
2,000 0.835762 6,000 0.488653 10,000 0.142671
2,500 0.784462 6,500 0.440717 10,500 0.116427
3,000 0.765428 7,000 0.396701 11,000 0.096645
3,500 0.722344 7,500 0.356486 11,500 0.086890

among them and to the source image. In fact, it is even hard

to distinguish them visually, as they differ mostly in subtle

details. To tackle this issue, Table I report the numerical

values of the similarity error for the images in Fig. 3. As

we can see, the initial image is very far from the source,

with a similarity error of about 98.4%. The high percentage

decreases over the generations, until the method settles in

the neighborhood of the global solution and the local search

phase starts. Finally, convergence to the global solution is

achieved. This is clearly noticeable when the method reaches a

similarity error of less than 10% for 11,000 iterations, and only

small incremental improvements of the numerical value are

obtained. After the method is run for 12,000 generations, the

global best of the last iteration is the solution of the problem,

shown in Fig. 1(bottom). Its similarity error is 0.0837555 (i.e.,

error percentage about 8.37%), which provides a very good

similarity between the source and the reconstructed images.

This good matching between both images becomes clear by

a simple visual comparison of the top and bottom pictures in

Fig. 1, where only subtle changes in the color intensity and

contrast can be perceived.

All computations in this paper have been performed on a

2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 16 GB of RAM. We

use a graphical card Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060, with a 1.36

GHz processor and 6 GB GDDR6 of RAM. Regarding the

computation time, it depends on several factors, such as the

image size, the population size, the number of iterations and

other factors. For illustration, each single execution takes about

3.5 hours for the example in this paper. Obviously, the method

is not suitable for real-time applications, although these CPU

times are still quite competitive, given the number of free

variables and the high complexity of the problem.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we introduce a a new artificial intelligence

method to determine the parameter values of the color map and

contrast that, when applied to a modification of a source image,

yield a reconstructed image similar to the source. The method

relies on the bat algorithm, a popular swarm intelligence

method for optimization. To analyze the performance of our

method, it is applied to an illustrative example: the digital

image of a famous painting. Our graphical and numerical

results show that the method performs very well, and is able

to replicate the original image with high accuracy.

The method has also some limitations. The most critical

one is the CPU time. Since the method is intended for digital

images, it requires the computation of thousands of images,

a time-demanding and computationally expensive task. Of

course, the use of powerful graphical cards and parallel

programming can alleviate this problem, but not completely. A

second problem is the fact that only a few visual attributes (the

color and the contrast) are considered in this method, so its

applicability is limited to only these two features. Reducing the

CPU times and expanding the method to other visual attributes

are some of our plans for future work in the field.
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